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30
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Dear Sir/Madam
Exposure Draft ED/2o15/5: Remeasurement on a Plan Amendment, Curtailment or
Settlement / Availability of a Refund from a Defined Benefit Plan
Proposed amendments to lAS

19

and IfRIC

14

(‘the Exposure Draft’)

We are responding to your invitation to comment on the Exposure Draft on behalf of
PricewaterhouseCoopers.
following consultation with members of the PricewaterhouseCoopers network of firms, this response
summarises the views of member firms who commented on the Exposure Draft.
‘PricewaterhouseCoopers’ refers to the network of member firms of PricewaterhouseCoopers
International Limited, each of which is a separate and independent legal entity.
We support the Board’s intention to clari1i the guidance in lAS
support the majority of the proposed changes.

19

regarding remeasurements and

However, we do not agree with the proposed changes to IFRIC

14,

as more fully described below.

Proposed changes to IFRIC

14

We believe that the proposed changes to IFRIC 14 result in a mixed measurement model that is
inconsistent with the underlying principles in lAS 19. lAS 19 specifies the methodology and basis for
the assumptions to be used to measure defined benefit promises. The underlying premise is that the
employer is liable fbr the benefits and recognises its obligation to pay those benefits net of the plan
assets. The funding of those benefits is simply cash flow timing and does not affect the amount of the
obligation. The employer does not recognise an obligation to make payments to the pension plan,
because such payments affect the funding of the obligation, not the obligation itself. The proposed
changes will alter this premise in some circumstances and treat the employer’s liability as being an
obligation to make contributions rather 1)HY the benefits.
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The pi’oposed changes require an entity to anticipate possible future events (tot example, plan
amendments 01. a winding—tI) initiated by the trustees). lAS 19 recluhres such events to he accounted
for when they happen.

These changes appear to be driven l)y concerns that the current guidance permits an entity to
recognise a surplus that is not controlled by the entity (and therefore does not meet the definition of an
asset in the IASB’s Conceptual Framework). This is inconsistent with the basis for conclusions for lAS
19. Paragraph BC 176 of lAS 19 explains that the Board considered including a requirement that the
reporting entity did not control the fund in the definition of plan assets but concluded that control was
not relevant.
lAS 19 includes specific accounting guidance for employee benefit obligations. This guidance is not
always clearly consistent with other standards. We are concerned that applying the gtiidance in other
standards to a defined benefit asset, but ignoring it for a defined benefit liability, introduces bias and a
mixed model. Some argue that the guidance on measuring defined benefit liabilities in paragraphs 62
and BC 55 of IAS19 is inconsistent with other standards because there is no present obligation. Others
argue that an obligating event exists only where a benefit is vested and that there is no liability for
unvested benefits. It is not clear why a potential inconsistency in connection with the aeeotmting for a
surplus should be addressed, but others are not.
The proposed amendments also introduce inconsistency into tile accounting model applied to
employee l)enefits. The amendments propose that a surplus in tile pension fund is recognised as an
asset oniy when it is controlled by the entity. This implies that any event that could change tile surplus
shouid be treated consistently, irrespective of whether that event changes the assets oi. liabilities or
results from tile actions of a third pal’tY or tile market. A surplus is equally affected by reducing plan
assets or increasing the liabilities, so there is no conceptual argument to treat the trustee’s power to
change the assets differently to the trustee’s power to change the liabilities. The absence of control
applies equally to an event under tile control of a third party (for example, benefit increases by the
trustee) or a future market movement (for exampie a change in discount rates) as both are outside the
control of the entity. There is no conceptual reason why these should be treated inconsistently.
The effect of these proposals will be to introduce more variability into the measurement of defined
benefit assets and liabilities. Tile measurement of some pension plans is likely to fluctuate between
being measurement of contributions payable and measurement of the benefits provided, depending on
the ftindecl status of the plan and local requirements. There is no conceptual reason for this variation
in the measurement basis and in the basis on which assets and liabilities are recognised.
Our responses to the specific questions posed in the invitation to comment are attached as Appendix
to tiliS letter.
If you have any questions in relation to this letter, please do not hesitate to contact Paul Fitzsimon,
PwC Global Chief Accountant (+1 416 869 2322), or Richard Davis (020 7212 3238).
Yours faithfully
/‘

PricewaterhouseCoopers
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Appendix r

Detailed responses to the specific questions in the Exposure Draft

Question 7—Accounting when other parties can wind up a plan or affect benefits for plan members
without an entity’s consent
The IASB proposes amending IFRIC 74 to require that, when an entity determines the availability of a refund from
a defined benefit plan:
(a) the amount of the surplus that an entity recognises as an asset on the basis of a future refund should not
include amounts that other parties (for example, the plan trustees) can use for other purposes (for example, to
enhance benefits for plan members) without the entitys consent.
(b) an entity should not assume a gradual settlement of the plan as the justification for the recognition of an asset,
if other parties can wind up the plan without the entitys consent.
(c) other parties’ power to buy annuities as plan assets or make other investment decisions without changing the
benefits for plan members does not affect the availability of a refund.
Do you agree with the proposed amendments? Why or why not?

•

We do not support the proposed changes because:
o They introduce a mixed measurement model; the normal measurement approach in lAS
19 is based on the obligation to pay benefits. The changes would require more entities to
recognise a liability for the contributions payable to the plan.
o They require an entity to account for possible transactions, such as plan amendments or
settlements, before they have happened. which conflicts with guidance in lAS 19.
o They draw a distinction between a third party having the power to change assets and
having the power to change liabilities. This distinction does not appear substantive as both
impact the net surplus.
o There is no conceptual reason why actions that might be taken l)y third parties should be
treated differently to unpredictable changes in the value of plan assets or in the discount
rate.
We expand on our concerns regarding the measurement issues in our covering letter.

Question 2—Statutory requirements that an entity should consider to determine the economic benefit
available
The IASB proposes amending IFRIC 14 to confirm that when an entity determines the availability of a refund and
a reduction in future contributions, the entity should take into account the statutoty requirements that are
substantively enacted, as well as the terms and conditions that are contractually agreed and any constructive
obligations.
Do you agree with that proposal? Why or why not?

We support the proposed clarification of the wording.
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Question 3—Interaction between the asset ceiling and past service cost or a gain or loss on settlement
The IASB proposes amending lAS 79 to clarify that:
(a) the past service cost or the gain or loss on settlement is measured and recognised in profit or loss in
accordance with the existing requirements in lAS 79; and
(b) changes in the effect of the asset ceiling are recognised in other comprehensive income as required by
paragraph 57(d) (ill) of lAS 79, as a result of the reassessment of the asset ceiling based on the updated surplus,
which is itself determined after the recognition of the past service cost or the gain or loss on settlement.
Do you agree with that proposal? Why or why not?

\‘Ve support the proposeti changes, which clarify the current wording.
Question 4—Accounting when a plan amendment, curtailment or settlement occurs
The IASB proposes amending lAS 79 to specify that:
(a) when the net defined benefit liability (asset) is remeasured in accordance with paragraph 99 of lAS 79:
(i) the current service cost and the net interest after the remeasurement are determined using the
assumptions applied to the remeasurement; and
(ii) an entity determines the net interest after the remeasurement based on the remeasured net defined
benefit liability (asset).
(b) the current service cost and the net interest in the current reporting period before a plan amendment
curtailment or settlement are not affected by, or included in. the past service cost or the gain or loss on
settlement.
Do you agree with that proposal? Why or why not?

We support the intention of the proposed changes, which c1ari the current wording and address the
conflict between lAS 34 paragraph B9 and LAS 19 paragraph BC64. However, we suggest that
paragraph BC 64 should be deleted or amended, rather than simply adding a footnote that appears to
contradict the guidance in the paragraph.
We disagree with the decision not to address constituents’ concerns about the words ‘significant
market fluctuations’ in lAS 34 paragraph B9. We believe that these words should be deleted. Service
cost an(l ffnance cost should be remeasured only when there has been an amendment, settlement or
curtailment.
We set out some suggested changes to the detailed wording of paragraphs
attached Appendix 2.
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Question 5—Transition requirements

The IASB proposes that these amendments should be applied retrospectively, but proposes providing an
exenlption that would be similar to that granted in respect of the amendments to lAS 79 in 207 7. The exemption is
for adjustments of the carrying amount of assets outside the scope of lAS 79 (for example, employee benefit
expenses that are included in inventories) (see paragraph 773(a) of lAS 79).
Do you agree with that proposal? Why or why not?

X’Ve Support the proposed transition t’equit’ctneflts.
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Appendix 2
Drafting suggestions
Current wording
Net interest on the net defined benefit liability (asset)
123 Net interest on the net defined benefit liability (asset) shall be determined by multiplying the net detined
benefit liability (asset) by the discount rate specified in paragraph 83, both as determined at the start of the
annual reporting period, taking account of any changes in the net defined benefit liability (asset) during the
period as a result of contributions and benefit payments (tJ0te 1)

ED proposal
Net interest on the net defined benefit liability (asset)
123 Net interest on the net detined benefit liability (asset) shall be determined by multiplying the net defined
benefit liability (asset) by the discount rate specified in paragraph 83, (Note 2) both as unless the net defined
benefit liability (asset) is remeasured as required by paragraph 99. Ordinarily, both the net defined benefit
liability (asset) and the discount rate are determined at the start of the annual reporting period (‘0te3)• , taking
However, an entity takes account of any changes in the net defined benefit liability (asset) during the period as
a result of contributions and benefit payments and as a result of any remeasurement that is required by
paragraph 99. If the net defined benefit liability (asset) is remeasured as required by paragraph 99, the net
interest for the remaining portion of the annual reporting period shall be determined by applying the discount
rate used to remeasure the net defined benefit liability (asset) that reflects the benefits offered after the plan
amendment, curtailment or settlement. The remeasurement that is required by paragraph 99 shall not affect net
interest for the period before this remeasurement.

S..ggestion for alternative
eçt)jjrneaeured. ajd by paragraph 99, net interest on
123 Unlestiw net defined henef it ha
the net defined benefit liability (asset) shall be determined by multiplying the net defined benefit liability (asset)
by the discount rate specified in paragraph 83, both as determined at the start of the annual reporting period,
taking account of any changes in the net defined benefit liability (asset) during the period as a result of
contributions and benefit payments. If the net defined benefit liability (aeset) s remca.uued as reguied by
jjraph 99, the not interest for the remaining portion of the annual reporting period shall be determined by
applying_the_thscount_rate_used to remeasure the net defined benefit liability (asset) that reflects the benefits
offered after the plan amendment, curtailment or settlement. The remeasurement that is required by paragraph
99 shall not affect net interest for the period before this remeasurement.

Notes
(i)
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Bent fit payments affi’ct both the assets and the liability and should change both equally
so they would not be expected to result in a change in the net thfin ccl bcmfit liability
(asset).
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(2)

l7ze rterence to paragraplz 83 without the unmethate ciucttt wr that is in the current
wording might l)e c’onfitsiizg t)C’C(muSe parct graph 8,3 talks about the assumptions being as
at the year end.

(:)

The use of ‘Ordinarily’ could bc’ react as implying that there might be circumstances other
than when a remeasurement is required by paragraph 99 when the net interest woutct
not be based on year stczrt values.

ggestJon

ira

ern;iiive

wrdm’...jt1paragfjph

When a plan amendment, curtailment or settlement occurs, past service cost or a gain or loss on settlement shall be
measured and recognised in profit or loss as required by paragraphs 99-1 12 and the asset ceiling shall affect neither
this measurement nor this recognition. After the recognition of the past service cost or a gain or loss on settlement, an
entity shall determine changes in the effect of the asset ceiling based on the updated surplus, using the fair value of the
plan assets and the discount rate rtc:utrial
suinptions used to remeasure the net defined benefit liability (asset) after
the plan amendment, curtailment or settlement, as required by paragraph 99. Romoacuroments of the not defined
benefit liability (ascot) includes Changes in the effect of the asset ceiling are included in remc tsurnnwnts of the net
defined benefit liability asset) and shall be recognised in other comprehensive income as required by paragraph
57(d)(iii).

Suggestion

for alternative wording in paragraph BC’61

Similarly, in tho Board’ p viow thoro is no reason to distinguish botwoon tile puriuns uutoru uu iter a pigs
amendment, curtailment or settlement in determining
determining
service the employee has rondored to date and the effect of tho time value of money to date. The remeasurement of the
defined benefit obligation in the event of a plan amendment, curtailment or settlement is required in order to determine
past service cost. ad the gain or loss on settlement and the service cost and net interert cost for the rnmnininq
portion of the rel]ortinqJ iod..pftnr the I2iJ2P amendment. curtailrnctnt 0 settlement. In accordance with paragraph
B9 of lAS 34 the assumptions underlying the calculation of current service cost and net interest are based on the
assumptions at the end of the prior financial year unless adusted for significant one-off events.
,..
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